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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

MUNICH, Germany - ACCNITE onDemand teams up with Proxymity, providing a powerful, streamlined 

solution for the integration of SRD II compliant shareholder disclosure reports into the investor 

relations workflows.  

ACCNITE onDemand, a European provider of a comprehensive suite of investor relations tools, has 

entered into an agreement with Proxymity to integrate shareholder disclosure reports into ACCNITE's 

investor relations application. This collaboration aims to bridge the gap between detailed shareholder 

data and actionable insights. 

ACCNITE onDemand users can now include Share ID reports, sourced through Proxymity, directly into 

their workflow. The detailed shareholder disclosure reports are further enhanced by ACCNITE and are 

accessible in the fully integrated application. This fully digital process facilitates a deeper 

understanding of shareholder data, allowing companies to focus their IR activities strategically and 

with greater confidence.  

The integration of Proxymity's SRD II compliant reports into ACCNITE onDemand's platform 

represents a significant step forward in the digitalisation and simplification of investor relations 

workflows. The result: increased effectiveness and efficiency in IR work. 

Maria Töpfer, Co-Founder of ACCNITE, states: “This collaboration signifies a commitment from 

ACCNITE to provide a powerful and efficient tool for listed companies to better understand their 

investor base and to optimise workflows. We are proud to have won Proxymity as a partner. 

Proxymity’s digital first approach fits well with ACCNITE’s data-driven IR philosophy whereby 

Proxymity’s strong network of custodians on a global scale ensures we can deliver a best-in-class 

service.” 

 

For more information about this partnership and the benefits it offers to listed companies, visit 

www.accnite-ondemand.com or proxymity.io. 

 

About ACCNITE onDemand 

ACCNITE onDemand provides an integrated investor relations solution as a service. The cloud-based 
application digitises and simplifies investor relations workflows centred around investor engagement, 
shareholder insights and investor targeting. 

Our solution allows IROs to analyse the behaviour of their institutional investors on an ongoing basis using 
the extensive shareholder database and benefit from detailed investor profiles fully integrated with 
company specific shareholder information from SRD II compliant disclosure reports. Listed companies can 
be confident to identify relevant target investors globally using the artificial intelligence built into the 
investor targeting tool. 

ACCNITE onDemand’s investor relations solution offers key features that support IROs and CFOs in 
building long-term relationships with the right investors. From digitally mapping investor meetings or 



organising direct corporate access to a fully digitised feedback process, ACCNITE onDemand equips IR 
teams to manage investor engagement effectively and monitor investor perception consistently. 

With ACCNITE onDemand, listed companies benefit from an ease-of-use and cost advantage allowing the 
C-Suite and IR teams to deploy their resources meaningfully and increase the IR team’s productivity. 
 
ACCNITE onDemand is a 100% affiliate of corporate finance and IR advisory firm ACCNITE Partners® 
located in the Munich metropolitan area, Germany. 
 
For more information, visit www.accnite-ondemand.com 
ACCNITE media contact: maria.toepfer@accnite-ondemand.com 
 
About Proxymity 

 

Proxymity connects the world’s ecosystem of issuers, intermediaries, and investors digitally in real time, 
bringing unprecedented transparency, efficiency, and accuracy to traditional paper-based 
processes. Trusted by the world’s largest financial institutions, it is the leading digital investor 
communications platform, serving over twenty-five markets world-wide. Proxymity’s ground-breaking 
technology has also been recognised industry-wide, with recent awards including FSTech’s “Most 
Disruptive Technology in the FinTech Sector” and GC Magazine’s “FinTech of the Year 2022”. 
 
Our solutions give public companies confidence that their AGM/EGM agendas are transmitted as “golden 
source” and provide institutional investors with the time to research and vote on corporate decisions, as 
well as actual digital confirmation that their votes have been received. The digital-native platform, built 
on highly scalable technology, provides full compliance with the latest regulations such as the Shareholder 
Rights Directive (SRD II). 
 
Proxymity promotes enhanced environmental, social, and governance (ESG) by improving communication 
between issuers and investors while making it easier for intermediaries to provide efficient, timely and 
compliant client service. 
 
The company is backed by a global consortium of the industry’s most influential financial institutions, 
representing seven of the world’s top ten Global Custodians managing over $200 trillion in assets under 
custody (BNP Paribas, BNY Mellon, Citi, Computershare, Deutsche Bank, Deutsche Börse, HSBC, J.P. 
Morgan, Mediant, State Street). 
 
For more information, visit www.proxymity.io  
Proxymity media contact: K.Hamilton@proxymity.io 
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